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1. INTRODUCTION
As the result of a number of excellent pieces of mathematical research
 w x w x.see, for instance, 5, 9, 12, 13, 15 , or the survey 14 , there is a detailed
understanding of the general theory of direct and inverse Sturm]Liouville
eigenvalue problems
yy0 q p x y s l y , 1.a .  .
 .  .  .  .with boundary conditions ay 0 q by9 0 s 0, and cy p q dy9 p s 0.
One generally needs the eigenvalue sequences for two sets of boundary
conditions, or one spectrum and a sequence of norming constants, to
w xuniquely determine p. Thanks to 15, 16 there is even an elegant geomet-
ric description of the isospectral sets when only one set of boundary
conditions is given. If p is an even function, or satisfies some analogous
constraint, then for some sets of boundary conditions p may be recovered
w xfrom the eigenvalues of a single operator 15, p. 55; 14, p. 55 .
There is additional work considering the effects of regularity assump-
 w x. `tions on p see 2, 6, 7, 8, 12 . For instance, if p g C , the eigenvalues
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for Dirichlet boundary conditions have a complete asymptotic expansion
w x12, p. 58
`
2 yjl , n q c n .n j
js0
No such expansion can be generally valid when the coefficients are not
w xsmooth 15, p. 55 .
Despite this extensive work, there are important features of special
classes of problems which have not been thoroughly examined. In particu-
lar, Sturm]Liouville problems have interesting special features when the
potentials are piecewise C M, or piecewise C`. In this work our attention
 .  .will focus on the Dirichlet boundary conditions y 0 s 0 s y p . Since the
w xpotentials are always bounded measurable functions on 0, p , all of the
w xtheory developed in 15 applies. Instead of posing the problem of recover-
ing p exactly, we will be looking at problems such as:
 .i are there methods for recovering the jumps in the derivatives,
and the locations of these jumps, which offer computational advantages or
theoretical simplicity over the methods designed to recover p exactly?
 .ii how are the singularities of p manifested in the distribution of
eigenvalues?
 .iii can the stability of alternative coefficient recovery methods with
respect to perturbations of the eigenvalue sequence be described?
The outline of our work is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some
classes of functions which are needed to describe the potential p and the
 .asymptotic behaviour of eigenvalues and the solutions y x, l of the
eigenvalue equation. Our analysis of eigenvalues is based on generalized
 .asymptotics for y x, l , which are developed in section 3. As a conse-
 .quence of these asymptotic developments for the function y x, l much of
the data describing the singularities of the potential can be recovered from
 .the eigenvalues by Fourier analysis of the function y p , l , which can be
constructed from the eigenvalue sequence. In Section 4 the asymptotic
 .development for y x, l is combined with Newton's method to construct
generalized asymptotic expansions for the square roots of the eigenvalues.
This expansion offers an alternative method by which Fourier analysis can
extract the singularities of the potential from the eigenvalues. Section 5
utilizes ideas of Kahane to obtain strong results concerning the stability
of the singularity recovery process when the eigenvalues are subjected to
random perturbations. Finally, Section 6 describes the results of simple
numerical experiments designed to validate the practicality of the proposed
algorithms.
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w xSome of the problem considered in this work were attacked in 3 , where
different methods are used to compute the first few terms of the asymp-
totics for l .’ n
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let us begin with some basic notation. Z, R, and C denote the
integers, real numbers, and complex numbers respectively. Zq and Rq
2  .will denote the positive integers and reals. If l s R exp iu , where R G 0
’  . <  . <and yp - u F p , let v s l s R exp iur2 and define s s Im v .
K will denote various constants. We will use the subscript and functional
 .notation x , x j interchangeably in an attempt to avoid awkward notation.j
The characteristic function of an interval I will be denoted 1 .I
In describing the potentials p studied in this work, it will be convenient
to develop notation for piecewise C M or C` functions which explicitly
displays the locations of jumps in mth derivatives, m - M, and the value
of the jump. Let D denote a finite linear combination of point masses,m
D x s c d x y x , x g 0, p , c g R. .  .  .m m , j m , j m , j m , j
j
In order to isolate the singularities from the various derivatives of the
function p, the notation p for m s 0, . . . , M will be used form
t t t0 1 mp t s ??? D t dt ??? dt . .  .H H Hm 0 m mq1 mq1 1
 . my 1Notice that for m G 1 the function p x g C is preciselym
m
p x s c 1 x y x rm!. .  .m m , j w xm , j. , `. m , j
j
In case m s 0 the function is
p x s c 1 x . .  .0 m , j w xm , j. , `.
j
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 .  . w xSince x g 0, p , we have p 0 s 0. Say that p g D 0, p , or p g Dm , j m M M
for short, if
M
p x s p x q r x , 2.a .  .  .  . m M
ms0
 . M w xwith r x g C 0, p .M
LEMMA 2.1. D is the class of functions which are piecewise C M onM
w x M0, p , and C near the boundary points 0 and p . If for each m the points
 .x , j s 1, . . . , J m , where p has a jump in the mth deri¨ ati¨ e are distinct,m , j
 .then p g D has a unique representation in the form 2.a .M
 . MProof. From the representation 2.a it is clear that p is piecewise C
w xon 0, p and continuous at the endpoints. Suppose conversely that p is
M w x Mpiecewise C on 0, p , and C near the boundary points 0 and p . There
is a finite set of points, where p is not M times continuously differen-
tiable. Let 0 - x - p be the smallest. For 0 F m F M let C be the1 m
jump in the mth derivative at x ,1
C s pm. xq y pm. xy . .  .m 1 1
Then
M
m
s x s p x y C 1 x y x rm! .  .  .1 m w x1. , `. 1
ms0
has M continuous derivatives in a neighborhood of x . Continuing in this1
 .fashion, a representation of the form 2.a is obtained.
As for uniqueness, suppose that
M M
p x s p x q r x s P x q R x . .  .  .  .  . m M m M
ms0 ms0
Then
p x y P x s c 1 y C 1 g C 0 . .  .  0 0 j w x0 , j. , `. k w x0 , k . , `.
j k
Since each x , respectively x , appears only once in the sum, these0, j 0, k
points must agree and have the same coefficients. The argument is similar
for m s 1, . . . , M.
 .  .  .When p g D , the notation D p , x p , c p will be used toM m m , j m , j
denote respectively the distribution D , the points at which the distribu-m
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tion is supported, and the coefficients used in the construction of p . Ifm
p g D it will be convenient to use the terminologyM
 .mM
q p; x s p x q r x , m s 0, . . . , M . 2.b .  .  .  .m k M
ksm
We will make use of integration by parts, but a modification is required
 .  .  .since p x is only piecewise differentiable. If p x s  c 1 x ,0 0 k 0, k w x0, k ., `.
 .and if ¨ 9 x is continuous then the following piecewise integration by parts
formula holds:
b b
¨ 9 t p t dt s c ¨ 9 t 1 t dt .  .  .  .H H0 0, k w x0 , k . , `.
a ak
b b
s c ¨ 9 t dt q c ¨ 9 t dt .  . H H0, k 0, k
x a0, j .  .aFx 0, k -b x 0, k -a
s c ¨ b y ¨ x .  . 0, k 0, k
 .aFx 0, k -b
q c ¨ b y ¨ a .  . 0, k
 .x 0, k -a
s ¨ b p by y ¨ a p ay y c ¨ x . .  .  .  .  .0 0 0, k 0, k
 .aFx 0, k -b
In particular, when a s 0
x
y¨ 9 t p t dt s ¨ x p x y c ¨ x . IBP .  .  .  .  .  .H 0 0 0, k 0, k
0  .x 0, k -x
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. If P, Q g D then P x Q x g D andM M
supp D PQ ; supp D P j supp D Q . .  .  . .  .  .D Dm k k
kFm kFm
Proof. Both statements are simple consequences of Lemma 2.1 and the
product rule. For instance, if PQ has a jump in the m-th derivative at x,
m  .  .then either P or Q is not C at x, implying that some D P or D Q ,k k
k F m, has a nonvanishing contribution at x.
 .  .In studying solutions y x, l of 1.a and the sequence of eigenvalues
associated with the Dirichlet boundary conditions, it will be useful to
consider a class of asymptotic expansions, where the traditional role of
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’constant coefficients for powers of v s l is played by the class B of
generalized trigonometric polynomials, that is, functions of the form
K
B v s b exp if v , f , v g R, b g C . .  . k k k k
ks1
The constants f will be referred to as the frequencies of the function B,k
 .and if the f are distinct, the constants b are the constant coefficientsk k
for frequency f . Next introduce the class A consisting of functions of thek
form
J
yj qg v s v B v , v g R , B g B, .  . j j
js0
that is, polynomials in vy1 with coefficients in B. Absorbing the usual
 .terminology from polynomials, the coefficients B v will be called thej
coefficients of degree j. We will also speak of the frequencies f appear-j, k
 .ing in degree j with nonzero constant coefficients b .j, k
The class A will be used to describe the asymptotic behaviour of
 . q  .  .  yJ .functions h v : R ª C. The notation h v s g v q O v will indi-
J w  .  .xcate that the function v h v y g v is bounded for v ) 1. For such a
function h a simple averaging process, used in the theory of almost
periodic functions, can be modified slightly to recover the frequencies and
constant coefficients of g in each degree. Begin by computing frequencies
 .f with nonzero constant coefficients b s b f by finding those0, k 0, k 0 0, k
n g R for which
1 T
b ¨ s lim exp yinv h v dv , n g R, .  .  .H0 TTª` 1
is not 0. Proceeding inductively, find the nonzero values
ly11 T l yjb n s lim v exp yinv h v y v B v dv , .  .  .  .Hl jTTª` 1 js0
where
 .K j
B v s b exp if v . .  .j j , k j , k
ks0
The asymptotics of the square roots of the eigenvalues v s l will’n n
be described with restrictions of functions in A to the positive integers. In
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this setting, frequencies modulo 2p are meaningful, and frequencies and
coefficients can be recovered by averaging sums, since
N w x1 1 1yexp iN fyn .w xexp yinn exp inf s exp i fyn ª 0, .  .  . w xN N 1 y exp i f y n .ns1
unless f y n s 0 mod 2p .
 .3. ASYMPTOTICS FOR y x, l
A crucial element in this work is the development of asymptotic formu-
 .las for the function y x, l which satisfies
yy0 q p x y s l y , y 0 s 0, y9 0 s 1. 3.a .  .  .  .
The variation of parameters formula leads to a representation of y as a
 w x.solution of the integral equation see, for example, 15, Theorem 1.1
x
y1 y1 w xy x , l s v sin v x q v sin v x y t p t y t , l dt. 3.b .  .  .  .  . .H
0
 . x  .  .This equation includes the integral operator Kg x s H K x, t, v g t dt0
with kernel
w xK x , t , v s sin v x y t p t . .  . .
 .More general operators of similar form will be considered. Let w t ,1
 .  .. . . ,w t denote a collection of functions in D . Say that w t , . . . ,R M 1
 .w t have singularities no worse than p g D if for every singular pointR M
 .  .  .x w , r s 1, . . . , R, there is a nontrivial singular point x p withm r ., j r m , j
 .m F m r . Define operators K with kernels of the formr
w xK x , t , v s exp "iv x y t w t . .  . .r r
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that w , . . . , w g D , each ha¨ing singularities no1 R M
worse than p g D . Then for R s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M
K . . . K exp "iv t x .  .1 R
s b x exp igv x .  . g
g
My1
yj yMq v b x exp igv x y 2 f q O v , .  . .  j , k , g j , k
js1 k , g
g s "1, 3.c .
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 .  .where k s k j indexes the sums f of j-tuples of points x p withj, k m , L
coefficients 0, " 1,
j
f s a x , a s 0, " 1,j , K m l . , L l . m l . , L l . m l . , L l .
ls0
x g supp D p . . .Dm l . , L l . m
m-j
 .Also the b x g D withj, k Myj
supp D b ; supp D p . . . . . Dm j , k l
l-jqm
Proof. For notational simplicity the various K and w are treated as ifr r
they were the same; it will be clear from the proof that the significant
 .items for this result are the singularities x p . The proof is by inductionm , j
on R. As usual K 0 is the identity, so the case R s 0 is trivial, with the
assertions regarding the supports of the distributions being vacuously true.
Assuming that the hypothesis is true through the case R y 1 we examine
 .K acting on a sum of the form 3.c , getting
J
yjv exp y2g iv f Kb x exp g iv x . 3.d .  .  . .  j , k j , k , g
js0 k , g
For each j s 0, . . . , M y 1 integrals of the form
t0 w xexp b iv t y t p t b t exp b iv t dt .  .  . .H 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0
 .  .  .arise. Here b , b s "1 and we will let p t b t s u t . By Lemma 2.20 1 1 1 1
and the induction hypothesis, if the power of v is yj then u g D andMy j
supp D u ; supp D p , m s 0, . . . , M y j. .  . .  .Dm l
lFjqm
Thus integrals of the form
t0 w xI s exp ivb t exp iv b y b t u t dt .  . .H1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
0
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are considered. There are two cases. If b y b s 0 then there is no1 0
change in the order j, and the coefficient
t0¨ t s u t dt .  .H0 1 1
0
satisfies
supp D ¨ ; supp D p , m s 0, . . . , M y j. .  . .  .Dm l
l-jqm
 .Recalling the definition 2.b , if b y b / 0 then the integration by1 0
 .parts formula IBP yields
exp ivb t exp ivb t .  .1 0 0 0yI s u t y u 0 . .1 0w x w xiv b y b iv b y b1 0 1 0
exp ivb t .0 0 w xy c u exp iv b y b x u .  . . 0, k 1 0 0, kw xiv b y b1 0 k
exp ivb t . t0 0 0 w xy exp iv b y b t q u; t dt . .H 1 0 1 1 1 1w xiv b y b 01 0
exp ivb t .0 0 yw xs exp iv b y b t u t y u 0 . . .1 0 0 0w xiv b y b1 0
w xy c u exp iv b y b x u .  . . 0, k 1 0 0, k
k
exp ivb t . t0 0 0 w xy exp iv b y b t q u; t dt . . .H 1 0 1 1 1 1w xiv b y b 01 0
Integration by parts L F M y j times gives the general formula,
Ly1
yly1l w xI s exp ivb t y1 iv b y b .  .  .1 0 0 1 0
ls0
yw x= exp iv b y b t q u; t y q u; 0 . . .1 0 0 l 0 l
w xy c u exp iv b y b x u .  . . l , k 1 0 l , k
k
yLL w xq y1 iv b y b exp ivb t .  . .1 0 0 0
t0 w x= exp iv b y b t q u; t dt . . .H 1 0 1 L 1 1
0
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Since q is continuous, the Riemann]Lebesgue lemma impliesL
t0 w xexp iv b y b t q u; t dt ª 0. . .H 1 0 1 L 1 1
0
 .Now inserting the integrals of the form I back into 3.d , the conditions1
on the support of the singularities for a given power of v are satisfied, as
are the conditions on the frequences f .j, k
 .The leading terms in the expansion for y x, l will come from an
expansion of
x
y2 w xv sin v x y t sin v t p t dt .  . .H 1 1 1 1
0
x1
y2s y v cos v x p t dt .  .H 1 12 0
x1
y2 w xq v cos v x y 2 t p t dt . . .H 1 1 12 0
 .Again recalling the notation 2.b , integration of the last term on the right
by parts yields
x
y2 w xv sin v x y t sin v t p t dt .  . .H 1 1 1 1
0
x
y1 y2 y2 y3s y2 v cos v x p t dt q 2 v sin v x p x q p 0 .  .  .  .  .H 1 1
0
y2 y3 w xq 2 v c sin v x y 2 x . 0, k 0, k
x -x1, k
x
y2 y3 w xq 2 v sin v x y 2 t q p; t dt . . .H 1 1 1 1
0
 . x  .Using the notation P x s H p t dt and0 0 1 1
P x s q p; x y q p; 0 , m s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .m 2 my1 2 my1
Q x s q p; x q q p; 0 , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .m 2 m 2 m
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and repeatedly integrating by parts gives
x
y2 w xv sin v x y t sin v t p t dt .  . .H 1 1 1 1
0
w . xMy1 r2
m y2 mw xs 2 y1 2v cos v x P x .  .  . my 1
ms1
w . xMy1 r2
y2 my1mq1w xq 2 y1 2v sin v x Q x .  .  . my 1
ms1
w . xMy1 r2 y1
m y2 my3w xq 2 y1 2v .
ms0
w x= c sin v x y 2 x . 2 m , k 2 m , k
x -x2m , k
w . xMy1 r2 y1
y2 my4mq1w xq 2 y1 2v .
ms0
= yMw xc cos v x y 2 x q O v . 3.e .  . . 2 mq1, k 2 mq1, k
x -x2mq1, k
 .The next result describes the asymptotic behavior of y p , l . It asserts
 .that the asymptotic expansion is determined by the expansion 3.e , except
that the terms of degree m may include frequencies f which arem , k
generated by locations x of singularities with j - m y 3. The limitedj, k
possibilities for such frequencies f are described.m , k
w x  .THEOREM 3.2. If p g D 0, p and y satisfies 3.a , thenM
p1
y1 y2y p , l s v sin vp y p t dt v cos vp .  .  .  .H 1 12 0
My1
ym yMw xq v C q A q O v , C , A g B, . m m m m
ms3
where
My1
ymv C m
ms3
w . xMy1 r2 y1
m y2 my3w x w xs 2 y1 2v c sin v p y 2 x .  .  2 m , k 2 m , k
ms0 k
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w . xMy1 r2 y1
y2 my4mq1w xq 2 y1 2v .
ms0
= w xc cos v p y 2 x . . 2 mq1, k 2 mq1, k
k
Writing
My1 M-1
ym ym w xv A s v a exp igv p y 2 f , .  m m , k , g m , k
ms3 ms3 k , g
g s "1, a g C ,m , k , g
 .the nonzero frequencies f are sums of m-tuples of points x p withm , k j, L
coefficients 0, " 1, and
x g supp D p . . .Dj l . , L l . j
j-my3
 .Proof. The function y x, v satisfies the integral equation
y1 y1y x , v s v sin v x q v K y t , v x . .  .  .  .
A simple induction shows that
M-1
y1 yry1 ry x , v s v sin v x q v K sin v t x .  .  .  .
rs1
yM Mq v K y x , v . 3.f .  .
2w x w xSince p g L 0, 1 , the standard estimates 15, p. 13
5 51 K p .2
y x , l y sin v x - exp s x .  .  .
< <v l
 .  yM .can be employed to show that the last term in 3.f is O v . For errors
 yM .no worse than O v the last term can simply be discarded.
 .Now we use Lemma 3.1 in conjunction with the expression 3.e . From
 . w xexpression 3.e a frequency of the form " p y 2 x appears at degreem , k
m q 3. In determining what other terms might contribute to this frequency
 .at a degree not greater than m q 3, note that the r s 1 term in 3.f has
 .already been accounted for. From 3.f and Lemma 3.1 we certainly have
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yry1w r  .x2 F r F m q 2, with terms of the form v K sin v t requiring con-
sideration. But from Lemma 3.1 the frequencies appearing have the form
j
g p y 2 a x k l . , L l . k l . , L l .
ls0
with x g supp D p , a s 0, " 1. 3.g .  . .Dk , L k  l . , L l .
k-j
By considering degrees any contributing power j must satisfy j q r q 1 F
 .m q 3, so j F m q 2 y r. Since r G 2 it follows that j F m. But in 3.g we
see that the only contributions come from certain sums involving x withk , L
k - m.
To illustrate Theorem 3.2, the first four degrees in vy1 from the
 .expansion of y p , l are presented. The somewhat tedious calculation is
omitted.
y p , v 2 .
p1
y1 y2s v sin vp y v cos vp p .  .H2 0
1
y3 w xq v sin vp p p q p 0 q c sin v p y 2 x .  .  .  . 0, k 0, k4 x0, k
2
p1
q sin vp p . H /2 0
1
y4q v cos vp p y p 9 p y p y p 9 0 .  .  .  .  .0 08
p t t1 2qcos vp 2 p t p t p t dt dt dt .  .  .  .H H H 1 2 3 3 2 1
0 0 0
p p
yp p p y p .H H
0 0
w xy c cos v p y 2 x . 1, k 1, k
x1, k
x0, K y5w xy c p cos v p y 2 x q O v . . . H0, k 0, k
0x0, k
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4. EIGENVALUE ASYMPTOTICS
The next goal is the development of asymptotics for v s l of the’n n
form
My2
yj yMq1v s n q n A n q O n , A g B, .  .n j j
js1
 .  2 .the coefficients A being almost periodic. The abbreviation y l sy v sj
 .y p , l is employed for convenience. This expansion is established using
the Newton's method iteration scheme
2y v k . .n
v 0 s n , v k q 1 s v k y . .  .  .n n n 2
­ y v k . .v n
By developing suitable uniform estimates for ­ y and ­ 2 y in a neighbor-v v
hood of the roots, we are able to show that the Newton's method iterates
converge uniformly and have the desired expansion. This section begins
 .with simple estimates for the first two derivatives of y x, l with respect to
 . w xv, which are established using the integral equation 3.b . Recall 15, p. 13
that
K
y1y x , l y v sin v x F exp s x . .  .  .2< <w x1 q v
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that y x, l is the solution of 3.a . Then
v x cos v x y sin v x K .  .
­ y x , l y F exp s x , 4.a .  .  .v 2 2v < <w x1 q v
K
2­ y x , l F exp s x . .  .v < <1 q v
Proof. We establish the first estimate, the second being entirely analo-
 .gous. Differentiation of the integral equation 3.b gives
­ y x , l .v
v x cos v x y sin v x .  .
s 2v
w x w x w xx x y t cos v x y t sin v x y t .  .
q y p t y t , l dt .  .H 2v v0
x ­ y t , l .y1 w xq v sin v x y t p t dt . 4.b .  . .H
­v0
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<  . <  . w < <xBecause y x, l F K exp s x r 1 q v it follows that
K
­ y x , l F exp s x .  .v < <1 q v
xK
w xq exp s x y t ­ y t , l dt , . .H v< <1 q v 0
which can be rewritten as
K
exp ys x ­ y x , l F .  .v < <1 q v
xK
q exp ys t ­ y t , l dt. .  .H v< <1 q v 0
w xNow by Gronwall's inequality 10, p. 24
K
exp ys x ­ y x , l F .  .v < <1 q v
K
or ­ y x , l F exp s x . .  .v < <1 q v
 .The estimate 4.a simply results from insertion of this last estimate into
 .the integral equation 4.b .
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. There are coefficients E v , F v g B such thatj j
My1
y1 yj yM­ y s v x cos v x q v E v q O v , .  .  .v j
js1
My1
2 y1 2 yj yM­ y s yv x sin v x q v G v q O v . .  .  .v j
js1
The coefficients of the expansion can be obtained by termwise differentiation of
 .the expansion for y x, l .
Proof. Details are provided for the first claim; the second is analogous.
 .As noted in 3.f
My1
y1 yry1 ry x , v s v sin v x q v K sin v t x .  .  .  .
rs1
yM Mq v K y x , v . .
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 .Let ­ K be the integral operator whose kernel is ­ K x, t, v . Differenti-v v
ation with respect to v yields
­ y x , l s xvy1cos v x y vy2 sin v x .  .  .v
My1
yry2 r yMy1 Mq yr y 1 v K sin v t q yM v K y .  .  .
rs1
My1 r
yry1 sy1 rysy1q v K ­ K K sin v t .  .  v
rs1 ss1
M
yM sy1 My1ysq v K ­ K K y . v
ss1
My1
yry1 r yM Mq v K t cos v t q v K ­ y . v
rs1
s T q ??? qT .1 8
 yM .Observe that terms T , T , and T are O v . Terms T and T are4 6 8 1 2
already in the desired form, and Lemma 3.1 applies directly to term T .3
The last two terms are similar to each other. The term T contains5
w x  w x.factors ­ K, which have kernels of the form x y t cos v x y t . Forv
these terms and term T , a simple regrouping of factors lets us rewrite7
 .  .them so that some of the factors p t are replaced by tp t . Now the
 .  .singularities of tp t are no worse than those for p t , so Lemma 3.1 is still
applicable.
Once the general form for ­ y, ­ 2 y is established, we can integrate tov v
establish the relationship between the expansion for these functions and
their integrals.
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward.
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that
My1
yj yMg n s n B n q O n , B g B, .  .  . j j
js1
 .and that h z s a q a z q ??? is analytic in a neighborhood of z s 0. If the0 1
frequencies appearing in B are F , then for n sufficiently largej j, r
My1 My1
yj yj yMh g n s a q a n B n q n E n q O n , .  .  .  . .  0 1 j j
js1 js1
B , E g B,j j
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and the frequencies n / 0 appearing in E with nonzero coefficient ha¨e thej, k j
form
j
n s F , l - j.j , k l , r
rs1
We want to keep track of the main contributions to the asymptotic
expansion of v , which are closely related to the main contributionsn
 .already identified in the expansion of y p , l . Write
My1
ym yMy p , l s v B q O v , B g B, .  . m m
ms1
where
K
B v s b exp if v . .  .m m , k m , k
ks1
For various terms it will only be necessary to note the relationship between
their frequencies in each degree, and the frequencies appearing in the
 .various B . Thus G n will denote various coefficient functions in Bm j
whose frequencies n / 0 are finite sumsk
n s F , l F j.j , k l , r
r
w xHere the F are either of the form "f or " p q f , the f beingl, r l, k l, K l, k
the frequencies in B .l
THEOREM 4.4. The square roots of the eigen¨alues ha¨e the asymptotic
form
My2 exp inp .yj yMq1v s n y n B n q G n q O n , .  .  .n jq1 jpjs1
n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 4.c .
Proof. Observe that it suffices to prove the result for all n sufficiently
large. In order to arrive at such an expansion, Newton's method for
 .obtaining roots of an equation is examined. The functions y l , whose
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roots are sought, are particularly well suited to the application of Newton's
method, which gives the iteration scheme
2y v k . .n
v 0 s n , v k q 1 s v k y . .  .  .n n n 2
­ y v k . .v n
 . w x w xThe function y l has only simple roots 15, p. 30 . Recall 4, p. 60 from
the proof of the convergence of Newton's method that iterates, whose
initial value is in a sufficiently small interval centered at a root, will remain
in that interval and converge to the root. The size of these intervals only
 . 2  .depends on the values of ­ y l and ­ y l in a neighborhood of thev v
roots. The estimates in Lemma 4.1 show that for v ) 0 sufficiently large,
there are intervals centered at the positive integers n, of length greater
<  2 . <than a positive constant, such that within these intervals ­ y v isv
< 2  2 . < <  2 . <uniformly bounded away from 0 and max ­ y v rmin ­ y v isv v v v
w x  .uniformly bounded. Standard estimates 15, p. 37 have v s n q O 1rn ,n
so for large enough n there is a uniform constant z ) 0 such that the
Newton's method iterates starting at n stay in an interval of length zrn
centered at v .n
The remainder of the proof has two main parts. The first part demon-
strates that after a finite number of iterations the error in the approxima-
 yM .tion of v is O n . The structure of the asymptotic form for v thenn n
follows from an analysis of the iterates.
We use the contraction mapping theorem approach. Each of the itera-
 .tion sequences v k is generated by iteration of the mappingn
2 2T j s j y y j r ­ y j .  .  .v
with initial values of n. By the fundamental theorem of calculus
j j 22T j y T h s j y h y ­ yr­ y dv s y y ­ yr ­ y dv . .  .  .  .H Hv v v v
h h
 .  < 2  .2 <.Let L n s max y ­ yr ­ y , the maximum being taken for v betweenv v
<  .  . <  . < <j and h. Then T j y T h F L n j y h .
By the earlier comments, if T starts at n then it remains in an interval
of length zrn centered at n. From the estimates of Lemma 4.1, for n
sufficiently large,
L n F Kny2 . .
Since
y1v 1 y v 0 F Kn , .  .n n
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an induction argument gives
j y1y2 jv j q 1 y v j F K n . .  .n n
Consequently,
` `
j y1y2 j y2 Mq1v j q 1 y v j F K n s O n .  .  . n n
jsMy1 jsMy1
so that for n large enough the series converge uniformly in n.
Finally, an induction argument will show that for k G 1 each sequence
 .v k has the formn
My2 exp inp .yj yMq1v k s n y n B n q G n q O n . .  .  .  .n jq1 jpjs1
Beginning with the first iteration,
y n2 .
v 1 s n y . .n 2­ y n .v
The constituents are
My1
2 2 yj yMy v 0 s y n s n B n q O n , .  .  .  . . n j
js2
and by Lemma 4.2
My1
2 y1 yj yM­ y v 0 s n p cos np q n E n q O n .  .  .  . . v n j
js2
My2
n ny1 yj yMq1s y1 n p 1 q y1 n E n q O n . .  .  .  . jq1
js1
 2 .Since the expansion for ­ y v is obtained by termwise differentiationv
 2 .from y v , the frequencies appearing in E must already be present in Bj l
 .n  .for l F j. Since y1 s exp inp , the frequencies n appearing inj
 .n  .y1 E n have the form p q f for l F j, the f being the same as inj l, k l, k
B . Using the geometric series for large n,l
My2 exp inp .yj yMq1v 1 y n s y n B n q G n q O n . .  .  .  .n jq1 jpjs1
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Proceeding to the general case, Theorem 3.2 gives
M-1
2 y1 yjy v k s v k sin v k p q v k B v k .  .  .  .  . .  . . n n n n j n
js2
yMq O v k . . .n
Note, first, that by the induction hypothesis and the geometric series
expansion
y1y1 y1v k s n 1 y n y v k rn .  . .n n
My1
y1 yj yMs n 1 q n G n q O n . .  . j
js2
Applying Lemma 4.3 and the induction hypothesis gives
n
sin v k p s y1 sin p v k y n .  .  . .  .n n
My2
yj yMq1s y n B n q G n q O n . .  .  . jq1 j
js1
 .yj   ..Products of the form v k B v k will be handled usingn j n
exp if v k . .m , j n
My2
yj yMq1s exp if n q n B n q G n q O n .  .  .m , j jq1 j /js1
My2
yj yMq1s exp if n exp if n B n q G n q O n . .  .  . . m , j m , j jq1 j /js1
The idea is similar for
2 y1
­ y v k s v k p cos v k p .  .  . . .v n n n
My1
yj yMq v k E n q O v k . .  .  . . n j n
js2
We have
n
cos v k p s y1 cos p v k y n .  .  . .  .n n
My1
n yj yMs y1 1 q n G n q O n , .  .  . j
js2
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so that as above
My1
n2 y1 yj yM­ y v k s y1 n p q n G n q O n . .  .  .  . . v n j
js2
Putting the parts together,
2y v k . .n
2
­ y v k . .v n
My2
yj yMq1s sin v k p q v k B v k q O v k .  .  .  . .  .  .n n jq1 n n
js1
y1My2
yj yMq1
= p cos v k p q v k G n qO v k .  .  .  . .  .n n jq1 n
js1
nMy2 My2y1 .yj yj yMq1s n G n 1 q n G n q O n . .  .  . j jq1pjs1 js1
Thus, as claimed,
2y v k . .n
v k q 1 s v k y .  .n n 2
­ y v k . .v n
My2 exp inp .yj yMq1s n y n B n q G n q O n . .  .  . jq1 jpjs1
The strength of Theorem 4.4 is realized when it is combined with
Theorem 3.2. According to Theorem 3.2, jumps in the mth derivative of p
will appear first, in an explicitly computed way, as frequencies in degree
 .m q 3 in the expansion of y p , l . This information will be most easily
extracted if m is the lowest derivative of p in which jump singularities
occur, since then there are no confusing contributions from singularities of
lower derivatives. Theorem 4.4 says that this data is also available in the
asymptotic expansion of v , although here it appears in the coefficient ofn
nymq1.
These observations lead to interesting inverse eigenvalue algorithms
 .which make direct use of Fourier analysis on either the function y p , l
which can be constructed from the eigenvalue sequence, or on the eigen-
 .value sequence itself. The Fourier analysis of y p , l will be discussed in
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the last section of this work. Since v has an asymptotic expansion, whichn
we now write as
M-2
yj yMq1v s n q n A n q O n , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 4.d .  .  .n j
js1
the coefficients A may be recursively extracted by computingj
jy1N
y1 j yl yin nlim N n v y n q n A n e , n g R, . n l
Nª` ns1 ls1
as we noted at the end of Section 2. Using Theorems 3.2 and 4.4, this
procedure can be used to recover a detailed description of the singularities
in the coefficient p. In fact, since singularities in derivatives less than
j y 2 contribute only finitely many frequencies in degree j, generically
Fourier analysis of the eigenvalue sequence reveals all the singular points
of p, up to reflection ambiguity, as well as the value of the lowest
derivative having a jump, and the value of that jump.
5. STABILITY OF ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
Any physical measurement of eigenvalues will involve errors. This sec-
tion addresses the stability of the Fourier analysis process by which the
asymptotic expansion of the sequence v is recovered. Consider then
perturbed eigenvalue sequence m s l q e . When e is small relative ton n n n’n the Taylor series for 1 q x near x s 0 gives
2< <e en n2’m s v 1 q e rv s v q q O .’ n n n n n 3 /2v nn
Since
My2
yj yMq1v s n q n A n q O n , .  .n j
js1
an expansion for vy1 is obtained using the geometric series,n
y1My2
y1 y1 yjy1 yMv s n 1 q n A n q O n . .  .n j
js1
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A similar expansion is obtained for m ,’ n
< < < < 2e e q en n n
m s v q q O . 5.a .’ n n 3 /2n n
We begin with a simple observation. Assume that e s nyk r , where then n
r are uniformly bounded. By simple growth estimates these perturbationsn
do not affect the computation of the coefficients A for j - k. A morej
substantial result is obtained by examining the impact of similar perturba-
tions on the computation of A . Consistent with the theme of measure-k
ment errors, we will consider the effect of random perturbations on the
extraction of the asymptotics for the eigenvalue sequence. The next result
will establish conditions under which, with probability 1, the limits
jy1N
y1 j yl yin nlim N n v y n q n A n e . n l
Nª` ns1 ls1
w .are unaffected for j F k and all n g 0, 2p if v is replaced by m .’n n
w xThis development follows an approach from 11 to get a result similar to
w x11, p. 73 . Recall that a random variable j is subnormal if
E exp uj F exp u 2r2 , u g R. . .  .
 4A sequence j is a subnormal sequence if the j are subnormal andn n
independent.
 .THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that 5.a holds for m s l q e , and for somen n n
3k apositi¨ e integer k the perturbations e s r rn , where r s C n j , with a - ,n n n 1 n 2
 4C ) 0, and j is a subnormal sequence. Then with probability 11 n
N
y1 j yin nlim N n m y v e s 0 5.b .’  /n n
Nª` ns1
w .for j F k and all n g 0, 2p .
 .  .Proof. By 5.a , 5.b will follow if the following limits exist almost
 .surely a.s. :
N
y1 jy1 yin nlim N n e e s 0 a.s., 5.c . n
Nª` ns1 `
N
2y1 jy3 < < < <lim N n e q e s 0 a.s. 5.d . . n n
Nª` ns1
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 .The existence of the limit 5.c is demonstrated by exploiting Theorem 2
w xof 11, p. 69 , which is included for the reader's convenience.
Let us consider a random trigonometric polynomial
P t s j f t , .  . n n
where the f are real or complex trigonometric polynomials of degree lessn
than or equal to N, j a subnormal sequence, and  a finite sum. We haven
11r225 5 5 5P P G C f log N F .` ` /n / 2N
for some absolute constant C.
In our case this theorem specializes to the statement that there is a
positive constant C such that the random trigonometric polynomial2
N
y1 jy1 yinn wp n s N n e e , n g 0, 2p , . .N n
ns1
satisfies
1r2ay3r25 5P p G C C N log N . .`N 2 1
1r2y1 2w jy1ykqa x y25 5F P p G C C N n log N F N . . .`N 2 1 /
3Since a - , there are some C, e ) 0 such that2
` N `
y1 jy1 yin¨ ye y2’P N n e e ) CN log N F N - `.  n ` /
Ns1 ns1 Ns1
w xThe Borel]Cantelli lemma 11, p. 7 then implies that
N
y1 jy1 yinn ye’P N n e e ) CN log N infinitely often s 0. n /
ns1 `
 .This proves 5.c .
 .Turning to the proof of 5.d , we begin with a Chebyshev style inequality.
Let j be subnormal with distribution F. Then for M
`2u r2 uj u t u te G E e s e dF t G e dF t .  .  .H H
 .y` sgn u tGM
G e M <u < P sgn u j G M . . .
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Thus for any value of u
< < 2 < <P j G M F 2 exp u r2 y M u .  .
and taking u s M gives
< < 2P j G M F 2 exp yM r2 . .  .
jy2 < <The first consequence is that n e is almost surely bounded sincen
3a - implies2
M 2
jy2 ay2< < < <P n e G M F P C n j G M F 2 exp y n . .  .n 1 n 2 /C1
This last term is summable, so
jy2 < <P n e G M infinitely often s 0. .n
It is now immediate that
N
y1 jy3< <lim N e n s 0 a.s., n
Nª` ns1
and a similar argument can be applied to show
N
2y1 jy3< <lim N e n s 0 a.s. n
Nª` ns1
6. A NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
 .As discussed above, the form of the asymptotic expansion for y p , l or
v immediately suggests algorithms for the extraction of jumps in then
derivatives of p based on the eigenvalues. The theoretical results we have
presented make no attempt to evaluate rates of convergence, or to assess
the sensitivity of the process of estimating the coefficient singularities to
the errors of numerical methods. This section addresses these issues by
reporting on some numerical experiments.
 .The asymptotic form for y p , l is the basis for the algorithm.
This choice was made because our first results were along the lines of
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Theorem 3.2; no judgement is offered regarding the relative merits of this
approach. The trial potential p was a simple step function,
0, 0 F x - a,
p x s . c, a F x - b , 0, b F x - p .
 .The advantage of using such a simple function is that y p , l can be
 .explicitly computed and large numbers of roots of y p , l can be found
using Newton's method. In addition the values of a, b were chosen
between 0 and pr2; with this information there is no reflection ambiguity
to worry about.
Starting with the eigenvalues as data, there are now two useful represen-
 . w xtations for y p , l . On one hand, Hadamard's theorem 1, p. 207 says that
`
y p , l s K 1 y lrl , l / 0. 6.a .  .  . n n
ns1
On the other hand, Theorem 3.2 promises that
p1
y1 y2y p , l s v sin vp y v cos vp p .  .  .H2 0
1
y3 w xq v sin vp p p qp 0 q c sin v py2 x .  .  .  . 0, k 0, k4 x0, k
2
p1
y4q sin vp p q O v . 6.b .  .  .H /2 0
Since only finitely many eigenvalues are at our disposal, an approxima-
 .tion to 6.a was needed. Since the truncated product converges rather
slowly, the alternative
y1N Nsin vp .
2y l s 1 y lrl 1 y lrn .  .  . d nv ns1 ns1
was constructed.
The desired information was extracted from y using a fast Fourierd
 .transform FFT . Our first computation estimates the factor K. The
 .function v y l was sampled and transformed. The estimate was obtainedd
 .by neglecting all but the first term in 6.b , so that the Fourier coefficients
at the frequency p give K. A similar process produces estimates for the
 .remaining terms in 6.b . The known terms are subtracted from y , thed
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FIG. 1. FFT showing spikes from coefficient discontinuities.
result is multiplied by v, and samples of this function are again trans-
formed.
The magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients from the final FFT are
plotted in Fig. 1. In this case 300 eigenvalues were used in the construction
of y . For each transform 1024 samples were extracted from the ranged
1.7 to 101.7, and a 1024 point FFT was used. In this case the values a s
pr8 q pr200, b s pr4, and c s 1 were used. The values of a, b were
selected so that basis frequencies for the FFT would be generated; this
avoided ``filter straddle loss'' in the FFT. This is a routine signal processing
difficulty, which can be remedied easily. In this case the estimated value
for c was about 6% low.
Several additional trials were run. Good results were also obtained with
as few as 103 eigenvalues. In all cases we noted that sampling y beyond ad
certain point led to severe degradation. With N s 103, or v , 103,N
results were good when samples were restricted to v - 65. In the case
N s 300 good results were obtained with samples in the range v - 102,
but poor results were noted when the maximum sample point was pushed
out to 200.
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